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Membership News
President’s Message
I am pleased to announce that the PLSG will be sharing 
a booth with the Poster Stamp Collectors Club and the 
Ephemera Society of America at the 2016 International 
show in New York, May 28-June 4. As part of this show 
we will have a frame to demonstrate what we collect. I 
have such an exhibit from our last show at Washington 
2006. Details of the 2016 show may be found on their 
website: www.ny2016.org  It’s not too early to start 
planning ahead.

The electronic format is working quite well. I see 
contributions by other members which is a salutary 
effect. Please keep the submissions coming to help Bas. 
He is doing a yeoman’s job.

Jan C. ter Welle’s new book, Express Labels of the World, 
has just arrived on my desk. It is most worthy successor 
to Charles H. Smith’s earlier compilation, adding many 
new finds. Like Charles’s book, all illustrations are in 
full color. The layout is simple to understand and, most 
importantly for any catalogue, there is a relative value 
scale. It is 248 pages, perfect-bound in quarto size, easy 
to handle and use. All members should have one in their 
library.

An auction appears in this issue. Bid high and bid often…
sales help our club. 

Art Groten

Sadly, our member John Hollenkamp (Netherlands) 
passed away. He was a fine and serious collector of 
“international airmail”.  Part of this was an impressive 
collection of air mail labels, separate and on cover, 
from the beginning till 1935.  His collection was 
auctioned at Köhler, Wiesbaden.

New member:
David Grossblat (0307)
PO Box 26387, Phoenix AZ 85068, USA
He is a dealer selling US and world  wide stamps, postal 
history, with a comprehensive stock of Monaco and 
Andorra.
Interests: all, esp. US Registry Exchange labels
Would like to correspond and exchange
No e-mail provided.

New findings by Burt Robbins:
I found these “Air Mail” items on eBay.  No date, but they look 
vintage.  The labels are about 19mm x51mm wide, self-adhesive.  
The letter sheets are 165mm wide x 240mm long, and are heavy 
paper which folds up, making an envelope.  The back side is 
blank for writing on.  The top of the sheet makes the flap and is 
marked “seal it.”  The “fly It” front has “stamp it air mail” where 
the stamp would go.  Six sheets and six labels are in a folded vinyl 
folder with two pockets.  Not officially air mail, but interesting!
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Members’ ads
Air Mail Etiquettes for Sale

Art Groten, agroten43@icloud.com
These collections comprise post-1941 material. Each group includes numerous singles (mint and used), booklets, 
multiples, a few sheets and many covers, all organized by Mair numbers. Some of the common types, of which 
there are many, have not been worked up.

These collections are a marvelous for someone just starting out or for the serious collector looking for varieties. 
Many of the covers have postal history interest in their own right. There is mild to considerable duplication of 
some labels; most are singletons. There is strength in 3* to 5* items. Clearly, these characteristics will vary from 
lot to lot.

Because of the volume of material, detailed lists cannot be supplied nor can requests for single items be accepted.
Personal checks in U.S.$ drawn on a US bank are referred. Payment by Paypal is OK provided their 3% charge is 
added to the price.

The collections (all include at least 1000 items, some considerably 
more):

U.S.: massive holding of many thousands, by far the largest group. $1750
G.B.: a large group with many full sheets with different marginal 
imprints, an ideal lot for expansion.  $1000

Australasia: mostly Australia and New Zealand and a nice group the 
scarcer small islands. $750

Europe: another very large lot including all of Europe with strength in 
multiples and covers. $1250  

Rest of the World: similar to the European lot, again with strength in 
multiples and covers.  $1000

Total: $5750 or $4750 the lot. Terms available.
The image gives some idea of the magnitude of the entire holding.

In our last Bulletin I announced that the “EXPRESS LABEL CATALOGUE” was 
close to completion and that I was discussing the artwork with the printer. 
It appeared to be the right thing, as artwork is for professionals and the 
coverpages look much better now.It is my pleasure now to announce that the 
catalogue is for sale and can be ordered with me. The price is:
-Outside EURO countries: US$ 47.00 + $ 19.35 S&H costs, payable via Paypal
- EURO countries: EURO 45.00 (incl. S&H costs), payable to J.C. ter Welle, BIC: 
ABNANL2A, IBAN: NL82 ABNA 0544023099
-Netherlands: EURO 39.00 (incl. S&H costs)
 Also, as a catalogue like this is never complete, I will put the buyers from my 
book on a mailing list and keep them informed on a regular base about new 
findings and information.
    janterwelle@online.nl

Mr. Farrington sent this nice 
addition to the list of various 
ways of postal transportation.
It is dated 1906.
“R.R.B.” (left bottom corner) 
means ‘Rail Road Business’ (see 
also previous Bulletin)



It was said then that COD labels are most 
often triangular (and orange coloured) but 
with exceptions as this beautiful piece makes 
clear.

The examples with triangular form shown 
are:

Israel Belgium

Like the duty labels in the previous issue these COD labels are fascinating and as far as I know still 
unchartered territory. What are we waiting for?
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C.O.D. labels

In issue 88 for the first 
time some COD labels 
were shown (COD = cash 
on delivery) in PLB. For the 
present issue Ron Bentley 
also sent us a nice specimen 
and remarks:

“French Indochina 
operated a “cash 
on delivery”(C.O.D.) 
service called “contre 
remboursement.”  The 
cover shown here 
has a triangular label 
(supposedly removed 
from a corner of the 
tracking document) that 
was intended to remind 
the postman to collect the 
amount due.   In this case, 
a manuscript “CR 1.10” at the upper right meant that the postman was supposed to collect 1.10 
piasters.”

I think it is worthwhile to repeat the images of issue 88:
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The ones Darus sent were all on cover, like for instance:
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In addition to AMLs shown in the previous PLB issue John Bloor sent two etiquettes with the same design. He 
comments:

“On the last page of the Summer 2014 PLSG Bulletin, six airmail etiquettes were shown submitted by Darus 
Greathouse.  Six similar labels were shown in the Winter 2009 (#76) issue of the PLSG Bulletin on page 12.  I’ve 
attached scans of two more of these labels in my collection although I can’t provide any new information about 
them.  They both appear different with respect to address and flight information from any of the other 12 
already shown.  The one to Bagdad [sic] may have been trimmed but the etiquette design still appears different 
than that on any of the other 12.   In the 2009 Bulletin they are described as “Private Preprinted First Flight 
Address Labels” which seems plausible to me.  I haven’t seen one on cover.”

I think it is worthwhile to shown them all together, perhaps there could be more.

Airmail labels
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AUCTION   #115            CLOSING DATE: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions, ul= unlisted

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 

Air Mail Labels

1 Angola ANG-A-3 *** ng  $5,00 
2 Australia AUS-A-2 *** mint  $3,00 
3 AUS-A-4 *** strip of 5 showing variation of label height, mint  $8,00 
4 AUS-B-4b ****** ng, 2 white spots on face, tanish paper  $4,00 
5 AUS-B-9 ***** mint  $6,00 
6 AUS-B-14 **** mint but for pm  $6,00 

If you wish to view a lot or lots, request via e-mail, the lot numbers to me. I will return your e-mail with 
attachments of these lots (up to 10 lots per e-mail, if my server will permit that size). Booklets will not be 
opened for scans, backs of lots will not be scanned. Scans may not show accurate size and color. If you 
like this service, please let me know. My e-mail address is in the masthead of the Bulletin.
Feel free to ask questions!

Note: Unfortunately, I may be unable to respond for awhile, to e-mails bids or requests for scans. Any 
bids on line should be held up for 2-3 weeks after the Bulletin.

Auction

Miscellaneous
From Ray Woodward-Clarke: 
Royal Mail have redesigned all their labels for their 
various postal services in the last couple of years 
or so. Instead of 
loose certificates 
post offices are now 
supplied in rolls of 250 
labels. Their Customs 
labels come in a 
similar format. 
If any of the members 
are interested I can 
supply copies of all 
7 labels in strips of 
three at a token cost 
of GBP5.00 including 
postage & packing (payable by Paypal). I can be 
contacted at ray.wc3@gmail.com
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AUCTION   #115            CLOSING DATE: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions, ul= unlisted

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 

7 AUS-B-18 **** ng  $2,00 
8 AUS-B-20 ** used, damaged corner  $0,50 
9 AUS-B-22a ***** ng  $7,50 
10 AUS-B-26 *** hm  $1,00 
11 AUS-B-29 **** ng,small smear on face  $4,50 
12 AUS-B-36 **** disturbed gum  $4,00 
13 AUS-B-37 *** mint booklet of 3 panes of 4 labels  $20,00 
14 Austria AUT-A-3a *** ng, corner thin on back  $3,00 
15 AUT-A-12  * ng, P.Flug  2 381..  $0,25 
16 Belgium BEL-ul Fly There By SABENA , Belgium Air lines , blue,dk blue  $5,00 
17 BEL-A-1a **** hm,pm,gum, off center  $3,00 
18 BEL-A-3 **** mint  $4,00 
19 BEL-A-4a/b ***/*** mint w/ cease, othe mint with pm  $5,00 
20 BEL-A-5 *** 2 labels, shades, ng, and crease,pm  $3,50 
21 BEL-A-18 * on piece  $0,25 
22 BEL-B-1a ***** mint  $12,00 
23 BEL-B-3 *** mint  $3,00 
24 Brazil BRA-A-9 * on piece  $0,25 
25 BRA-B-1 ***** used, partial cancel, paper adh on back  $6,00 
26 BRA-B-6 **** mint  $4,00 
27 BRA-B-8 ***** mint with tab  $3,50 
28 BRA-B-28 ***** ng  $15,00 
29 Bulgaria BUL-A-2 **** ng  $3,50 
30 BUL-C-1a ** mint  $2,00 
31 BEL-ul 1989 red, corner block of 12  $36,00 
32 Canada CAN-A-25 **** mint  $4,00 
33 CAN-B-7 *** full gum with 2 hinges  $2,00 
34 CAN-B-8 **** mint  $4,00 
35 CAN-B-9a *** mint, minor creases  $2,00 
36 CAN-B-11 **** mint w/ pm, as  $4,00 
37 CAN-B-12 **** mint  $3,00 
38 CAN-B-13 *** ng  $3,00 
39 CAN-B-14 *** disturbed gum, pm  $3,00 
40 CAN-B-15 *** ng, pm  $2,00 
41 Chile CHL-A-2a **** mint  $4,00 
42 Columbia CLM-A-1b **** mint  $4,00 
43 CLM-B-2c *** as, could not confirm “c”, mint  $4,00 
44 China CHN-A-1a ***** as, ng, roulted  $5,00 
45 CHN-A-1C **** as. ng, roulted  $4,00 
46 Costa Rica CTR-A-5 ***** ng  $6,00 
47 Cuba CUB-B-2 **** ng  $2,00 
48 Czechoslovakia CSR-A-1 ****** gum with hm, stain and pm in margin not affecting label  $7,00 
49 CSR-A-2 ****** gum with bend, hm  $6,00 
50 CSR-A-3 ****** gum with bend, hm  $20,00 
51 CRS-A-4 ****** as, 11.5 pf, gum with hm  $8,00 
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AUCTION   #115            CLOSING DATE: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions, ul= unlisted

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 
52 CRS-A-10a **** mint  $4,00 
53 Cyprus CYP-A-16 ***** gum with hm  $3,00 
54 CYP-B-3a **** as, ng  $2,00 
55 CYP-B-5 *** gum with hm, pm  $3,00 
56 Denmark DNK-A-1 **** gum with hinge  $5,00 
57 DNK-A-2a *** mint  $2,00 
58 DNK-A-3 *** mint sheet of 2x5 ( 10 total)  $8,00 
59 Egypt EGY-A-1 **** some gum damage, minor bends  $3,00 
60 EGY-A-2 *** as, mint, horz pair with left margin impert with label  $6,00 
61 EGY-A-4b *** mint corner block of 12, minor gum bends, lf margin impf  $10,00 
62 Esthonia EST-A-2c **** as, used, ng, partial canncel  $2,00 
63 Ethiopia ETH-A-5 **** mint  $4,00 
64 Fiji FIJ-A-1 * ng, vertical strip of 3  $3,00 
65 Finland FNL-A-2a **** as, mint  $4,00 
66 FNL-A-6 **** as, looks like 6b, ng  $2,00 
67 FNL-A-15 *** as,ng, pm  $1,00 
68 France FRA-A-2 **** ng  $2,00 
69 FRA-B-17 ***** ng  $8,00 
70 FRA-B-23 ***** mint  $6,00 
71 FRA-B-27 *** gum w/ hm, disturbed gum  $2,00 
72 FRA-B-24 **** mint  $4,00 
73 FRA-B-25 **** AS, MINT  $4,00 
74 FRA-B-28 ***** ng  $4,00 
75 FRA-B-30a **** as, ng  $2,50 
76 FRA-B-45 **** mint  $4,00 
77 FRA-B-48 **** used  $2,50 
78 FRA-B-91 *** ng  $4,00 
79 FRA-B-106 **** mint tete beche  pair  $8,00 
80 FRA-C-27 ** as, ng  $1,00 

81
French 
Somaliland

FSL-A-2a
******

about 50% gum, stain at face, top right  $9,00 

82
Germany 
Allied

AOL-A-1 **** mint block oif 4  $12,00 

83 Germany Fed FRG-A-7 * 2 shades,  both on piece  $1,00 

84
Germany  
Dem

GDR-B-2a **** mit gum but for thin at upper right corner  $3,00 

85
Germany 
Reich

GER-A-3 ***** disturbed gum  $4,00 

86 GER-A-4 **** gum w/ hm, paper adhesive  $2,00 
87 GER-A-5 **** disturbed gum and thin  $4,00 
88 GER-A-6 ***** mint  $5,00 
89 GER-A-17 **** ng some wrinkles  $2,00 
90 GER-A-18 **** gum with hm, paper adhev, as  $4,00 
91 GER-B-1a ***** mint  $10,00 
92 GER-B-1c ***** mint  $5,00 
93 GER-B-2 ***** mint  $7,00 
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AUCTION   #115            CLOSING DATE: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions, ul= unlisted

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 
94 GER-B-3 ***** ng  $2,50 
95 GER-B-4 ***** mint, as  $7,00 
96 GER-C-16a ***** full gum w/ pm,upper right corner damaged  $4,00 
97 GER-C-22 **** gum w/ hm,pm  $7,00 
98 Great Britain GBR-A-11 *** mint  $2,00 
99 Greece GRC-A-3a **** mint  $3,00 

100 GBR-B-3 ***** mint  $6,00 
101 GRC-B-5 ***** mint  $6,00 
102 GRC-B-7 **** ng  $2,50 
103 Honduras HNG-B-2 **** ng  $2,00 
104 HNG-C-1a **** gum w/ hm  $2,50 
105 Hungary HUN-A-3 *** mint  $3,00 
106 Iceland ICL-A-1 **** gum with faint hm  $2,00 
107 ICL-A-3 **** mint  $4,00 
108 Ireland IRL-A-4 **** mint  $4,00 
109 IRL-A-5b **** as, mint  $4,00 
110 Iran IRN-A-1 ***** ng,  $5,00 
111 IRN-A-3 ***** vertical pair (5 ***** each) centers low, gum looks uneven  $12,00 
112 Isreal ISR-A-1a *** mint  $3,00 
113 Italy ITA-A-2 ** ng, vertical crease, stain on front  $1,00 
114 ITA-A-10a ** mint  $2,00 
115 ITA-B-1 ***** ng, pm  $3,00 

116 ITA-B-4 **** mint  $4,00 
117 ITA-b-28 **** NG, PM, CENTERS OFF  $2,00 
118 Japan JPN-A-1a *** mint  $3,00 
119 Lithuania **** mint  $4,00 
120 Mexico MEX-A-3 ***** mint, 2 gentle bends  $4,00 
121 MEX-A-4 **** hm  $2,50 
122 MEX-B-7b **** ng  $2,00 
123 MEX-B-11 **** mint  $4,00 
124 MEX-B-24 ? Like B-23, but Mairs no sizes listed, 92x37mm, mint  $6,00 
125 MEX-B-24 **** ng  $4,00 
126 Netherld Indies NEI-B-1a **** used  $2,00 
127 Netherland NEL-A-3 *** mint  $3,00 
128 NEL-A-4 *** mint  $3,00 
129 NEL-A-7 *** mint  $3,00 
130 NEL-B-7c ? as, like B-7 to 10, but (c unlisted?) serpentline pf.  Mint  $4,00 
131 NEL-B-23 *** mint  $3,00 
132 NEL-B- ul ? as, printing as on B-23, label as B-30, mint, not listed?  $3,00 
133 New Zealand NZL-B-10 **** mint  $4,00 
134 Norway NOR-A-5 **** mint  $4,00 
135 NOR-A-7b **** ng  $3,00 
136 NOR-A-10 *** gum w/ slight hm  $2,00 
137 Portugal POL-B-4a *** ng  $2,50 
138 Qatar QAT-A-1b **** ng  $2,00 
139 South Africa RSA-A-1 ***** gum w/ hm  $3,00 
140 RSA-A-2 **** gum w/ hinge remainer  $2,00 
141 RSA-A-4b *** mint, as  $3,00 
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AUCTION   #115            CLOSING DATE: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions, ul= unlisted

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 
142 Singapore SGP-A-12 * mint w/ paper backing  $3,00 
143 Soviet Union SOV- ul unlisted ng, centered up and left, as is  $4,00 

144
Strait 
Settlements

STS-A-4a **** ng  $2,00 

145 STS-A-5a **** mint  $4,00 
146 Syria SYR-A-8 *** gum damage  $2,00 
147 Trinidad TAT-A-1b **** ng as issued, as  $4,00 

USA Airmail Labels
Unlisted ( recommend Asking for e-mail scan)

148 USA-unlisted red,blue and white as, strip of 5, printed in Canada, self-adhev mint $5,00 
149 with map andeagle as, strip of 5, self adhev  $5,00 
150 Like USA C-21 but blue, ng  $6,00 
151 C-21 but green, ng  $6,00 
152 C-21 but red, ng  $6,00 
153 with Via Air Mail, ng  $4,00 
154 Via Air Mail impf, ng red print  $4,00 
155 Via Air Mail air address label, ng, Robt. M. Fleenn, Ohio  $4,00 
156 Via Air Mail Arrow print shop Waterbury Conn, ng  $4,00 

Air Mail Labels
157 United States USA-B-3 **** as, mint  $3,00 
158 USA-B-17 ***** ng  $3,00 
159 USA-B-21 ***** ng  $3,00 
160 USA-B-24 **** ng  $2,00 
161 USA-B-48 **** ng  $2,00 
162 USA-B-63 **** ng  $2,00 
163 USA-B-94c **** ng  $2,00 
164 USA-B-96 **** ng  $2,00 
165 USA-B-97 **** ng, International in black after Braniff  Not seen in Mair.  $2,00 
166 USA-B-109 **** ng  $2,00 
167 USA-B-110 **** ng  $2,00 
168 USA-B-117 **** ng  $2,00 
169 USA-B-124 **** ng  $2,50 
170 USA-B-129b **** mint  $4,00 
171 USA-B-185 **** mint, National Air Week May 15-21  $4,00 
172 USA-B-227 ***** as, ng, pm, hm  $2,50 
173 USA-B-230 **** ng  $2,00 
174 USA-B-247 **** mint  $4,00 
175 USA-B-250 **** mint  $4,00 
176 USA-B-256a **** mint  $4,00 
177 USA-C-26 ***** mint  $6,00 
178 no lot
179 USA-C-28 ***** mint  $4,00 
180 USA-C-29 ***** ng  $2,50 
181 USA-C-37 **** used, 1940 canncel  $2,50 
182 USA-C-77 *** violet, ng  $1,50 
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AUCTION   #115            CLOSING DATE: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions, ul= unlisted

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 
183 USA-C-77x ul blue  $4,00 
184 USA-C-77x ul red, some blurring  $4,00 
185 USA-C-77x ul black  $4,00 
186 USA-C-79a **** used, blue at top and red at bottom  $2,00 
187 USA-C-79b **** used, wider red at top, blue at bottom  $2,00 
188 USA-C-85b **** mint  $4,50 
189 USA-C-95 **** used  $2,00 
190 USA-C-86 **** mint  $3,50 
191 USA-C-100 *** mint  $3,00 
192 USA-C-173 **** full gum but with 2 hm  $2,00 
193 USA-C-260 **** ng  $1,50 
194 USA-C-262 *** ng  $1,50 
195 USA-C-326 * 2 horz pair, self adhev., one with Avery backing, one plain  $1,50 
196 USA-C-401 ** mint  $2,00 
197 USA-C-407 ** as, ng  $1,50 
198 USA-C-434 *** ng, with tab  $1,50 
199 USA-C-465a *** was submitted as C-485b, (not seen), mint, see scan  $2,00 
200 USA-C-504 ** mint w/ tab, could not find in my Mair’s,  $4,00 
201 USA-C-515 *** ng  $1,50 
202 USA-C-526 ** horz pair, mint with translucent tan backing paper  $1,50 
203 USA-C-535 *** ng  $1,50 

Back of the Book
204 United States Special Delivery c1940’s, Felton Label Co.,Phikla Pa  $2,50 
205 ExpressMail Label153  Dec 1977, 1978-753/177, ng  $2,00 
206 ExpressMail First Corporate Account Exp Mail label, used,  $2,00 
207 ExpressMail Label108  April 1990, Corp Account, 1 tagged and 1 nor tagged, mint  $1,00 
208 Priority Mail gift label horz pair, mint   $1,00 
209 Various Ship labels Bremen, Queen Mary (both mint) and Normandie (w/hm)  $15,00 
210 Insured Label see scan ( 4 labels here)  $4,00 
211 First Class see scan (7 here)  $3,00 
212 Philatelic  labels see scans (6 here)  $6,00 

Covers with Labels: May have minor faults, they have been thru the  
mail. On cover means watermarks and pfs not checked.  Scott 2011 
prices for stamps used, given when possible. Suggest view cover scans.

213 Argentina ARG-B-5/6 *** Chile cover w/ Scott (Sct) C-4 and C-38  $3,00 
214 Argentina ARG-B-8 *** Columbian  post card, Scott (Sct) 677,C245,  $3,00 
215 Brazil unlisted ul AML, and registration, Sct 611 (x3) $.40 @,, 1979  $4,00 
216 Canada CAN-A-6 **** Can National RR cover 7-27-36, Sct C-5 ($1.25)  $6,00 
217 CAN-A-8 **** Can Nat RR cover 7-27-36, Sct C-5 ($1.25), embossed  $6,00 
218 CAN-A-12 **** Sct C-8 ($.20) 1944  $4,00 
219 CAN-A-13 **** 6-28-39, Sct 246 thru 248 ($.75), pretty cover.  $5,00 
220 France FRA-C-28 ** Sct 595, 630, 632 ($.65), 12-15-1951  $3,00 
221 Italy ITA-C-55b ** light green, Sct 2446 ($.45) and ?,  $2,00 
222 Kuwait KWT-a-4B ** Commerical cover, 6-11-74, Sct 590 a-b ($2.00)  $4,00 
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AUCTION   #115            CLOSING DATE: December 20
nl= not listed or unknown, as is = please no returns for stated  conditions, ul= unlisted

ng= no gum ,pm= pencil marks, hm= hinge marks/remainers, as = as submitted by owner
LOT Country CAT. NO. RATING COMMENTS  Reserve  Bid 
223 Mexico MEX-A-1b **** Sct C-3 ($.20) and type A85, 10-1-28, printed: 1 only 

via air mail First Flilght San Antonia, back sted Laredo 
Tx and Nuevo Laredoi, Tam.  Rare?

 $25,00 

224 MEX-A-2 ***** 4-24-390, Sct ? C-23x ($.20), cover fold affects label  $15,00 
225 MEX-B-1, 3 ***** (2) 5-19-31, has 2 ***** labels, B-1a (tied by printin) and B-3,

and 1930 Mex PAA Inauguration label. Very nice. 
$45 

226 MEX-C-8a *** post card, 80 cent AP 81 type, tied by unreadible canncel  $3,00 
227 MEX-C-12x ** (2) two labels, front and back, 2 80 cent type 81, I with nick  $4,00 
228 Pakistan PAK-A- not listed like A-2 thru 6, but shading not match, 12-21-1957  $4,00 
229 United States USA-A-10 * cancelled 2-5-1944, roughly opened  $1,00 
230 USA-A-16a * (2) 2 labels front and back, Sct C-61, 3-14-61, #10 envelope  $2,00 
231 USA-A-28 * AML tied with cancel, 4-10-01, Sct 2998($.50) # 10 cover  $2,00 
232 USA-B-3 **** AML tied by cancel, Cinncinnati Air Show impt, 3-7-30,  $6,00 

UC-1 blue 5c air envelope, Sct $2.00, 
233 USA-B-3 **** On U525 ($.25), 4-8-32, green prt commorate  $4,00 
234 USA-B-4 **** Sct C12, Pittsburg Air Show 3-6-1930, CAM 11,  $6,00 
235 USA-B-7 **** AML on back, tied w/ backstamp, 6-2-28, Sct C10 ($2.50)  $6,00 

First flight Buffalo to Albany NY, CAM 20
236 USA-B-13a *** (2) AML front and back,Sct C7 ($.35), with contents from 

San Juan Puerto Rico to Trenton NJ, 8-19-38, to Jim 
Thropp about a boat from Ernest Coll, Public Service 
Commission

 $6,00 

237 USA-B-71 *** FDC ($6.00), Sct 878 ($.85), 4-26-40, two color 10 
cent; cachet fdc not easy to find.

 $10,00 

238 USA-B-71 *** (2) AML front (tied by canncel) and back,Sct C19 ($.25)  
date 9-8-1938, Big Springs Texas to cleveland Ohio.

 $6,00 

239 USA-B-159 ** Meter mail 3-25-59, commercal usage  $2,00 
240 USA-C-87 ***(2) AML front (tied by canncel), 2-21-45,  $5,00 
241 USA-C-88 *** 8-21-39, Sct 810 ($.290), 848($.20) Arnold auction cover  $2,50 
242 USA-C-102 *** On Indian cover, with 3 posage stamps, date not readible  $2,00 
243 USA-C-119 *** Cachet for NY international Air Port, 7-31-48,  AM 

cancel, by Jack Knight AM Society, WW Voc High 
School, back stamped 7-31-48-5 PM, San Francisco 
Air Mail Field

 $8,00 

244 (out of order) USA-B-117 **** issued for customers in Egypt,no readable date,torn corner  $4,00 
245 USA-C-122 *** On Canada cover, Sct C7($1,.20),and 249, 9-23-43  $4,00 
246 USA-C-150b * 1-17-72 cover and 2 Einstein 8 cent stps,AML tied to cover  $1,50 
247 (out of order) USA-B-229 *** 11-17-47 ?, AML corner bend, Sct C32  $2,00 
248 USA-C-377 **** On large bank meter front, 4-29-60, to Canada, 

transparent tape coming (gum excess?) loose, Not 
that I am an expert, but this is the first I have seen this 
AML (on or off cover.)

 $6,00 
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Closing date: DECEMBER 20, 2014

1. PLSG Postal Bid Auctions are restricted to PLSG members in good standing.
2. Bids must reach Postal Auctioneer no later than 7 pm on closing date.
3. Lots are sold at one increment over next highest bid per schedule below. Earliest bid prevails in case of ties.
4. Notification with invoice will be made as soon as possible. Payment due on receipt. Prompt refund made for  
 lots returned for just cause.
5. Owners are charged 10% of amount realized, 5% buyer’s premium added to help defray costs of operations.
6. Members are urged to send their excess material to Postal Auctioneer for inclusion in forthcoming sale.
7. Material submitted is at owner’s risk. Every reasonable precaution is taken for its protection but neither   
 Auctioneer nor PLSG may be held liable for damage or diappearance.
8. Consignors must describe each lot and set reserves. Auctioneer will confirm descriptions and edit as needed.
9. Abbreviations used are those in standard philatelic practice.
10. Remittances should be made to the Postal Auctioneer by name.
11. A list of “Prices Realized” will be published in succeeding issues of the Bulletin.

Bid advances: up to $10, by 25c
 $10 - $20, by 50c
 $20 - $50, by $1
 over $50, by $2

Auction #115 Closing date 12-20-2014
Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result Lot # Bid Result

Successful bids will be circled. Please do not enter bids in units smaller that 25c. Such entries will be lowered to 
the nearest quarter-dollar. Bids for less than the reserve will be ignored.

Lots must be paid for within 7 days of receipt or returned of not in accordance with the description.
Please sign your bid sheet form in the space provided and make cheques payable to:
Darus W. Greathouse
1505 Dogwood Drive
Cherry Hill, NJ - 08003

From Name _________________________

Address ____________________________

 ____________________________

 ____________________________

Signature ___________________________

Member # __________________________


